Helena Rubinstein Collection African Oceanic Art
helena rubinstein collection - jegercatalogues - african and oceanic art as well as the 1965 sale of her
jewelry collection the set of catalogues for parke-bernet’s 1965 & 1966 sales of the helena rubinstein
collection, featuring the first major catalogue dedicated solely to african and oceanic art. helena rubinstein
(1870-1965) was a pioneering cosmetics magnate and founder of helena exhibition helena rubinstein the
adventure of beauty - featuring more than 300 exhibits from her famous collection – objects, garments,
photographs, etchings, books, paintings, sculptures and tapestries, including works by ... helena rubinstein
returned to europe in 1905, first to poland, where she hired two of ... a polish-born english jew who advised her
on her purchases of african press release paris - sothebys.gcs-web - paris, 12 march 2019 - sotheby’s is
delighted to unveil the african art collection of marceau rivière, the great african art promoter, specialist and
dealer and, above all, eminent art historian. for more than 50 years, this discreet man has gathered several
hundred works, which sotheby’s will present for sale on 19 june in paris. the twentieth century art scene
first floor - frick collection - exhibition of modern paintings, drawings and primitive african sculpture from
the collection of helena rubinstein. mayflower hotel. washington dc. march 5-6, 1940. jean arp: an exhibition
organized by curt valentin in cooperation with walker art center. walker art center. minneapolis, mn. georgia
o'keefe. downtown gallery. new york city ... african and oceanic art - christies - understood the relevance
of african art as the genesis of modern art. the first generation of african art collectors lived in both europe and
america and are names we all know: picasso, matisse, ernst, andre breton, helena rubinstein and alfred
stieglitz, for example. a second generation emerged after the second world war and included, tribal art from
the collection ofallan stone - ragoarts - tribal art from the collection of allan stone noon contents ... to be
the top dealer of african art in the world. we know from the simpson archive how stone and simpson bought,
sold, and traded ethnographic art over the years; and in fact several of the lots in this sale were ... from the
1966 sotheby’s helena rubinstein sale. the authenticity of african sculptures - rand - the authenticity of
african sculptures ... for example, in 1966 at the helena rubinstein auction, for which i was engaged as the
expert, 1 acquired a fang head for $ 22,000 (at present 110.000 f). this head been purchased for about .9 500
before the war by the ... that african sculptor could certainly not be called a forger and he, museum
accessibility guide - united states holocaust ... - and the helena rubinstein auditorium (lower level) offer
public programs. assistive listening devices (ald) are available on a first-come, first-served basis for programs
that take place in these venues. the museum cafe, accessible by ramp and elevator, is located in the ross
administrative center building outside the museum’s entrance tribal people masterpieces from africa - the
collection were formerly the property of ﬁ gures like charles ratton, helena rubinstein, jacob epstein, and
georges de miré. although he was by no means a socialite, he was part of a small group of active collectors in
paris, which included individuals like andré fourquet and hubert goldet. fhe museum of modern art - moma
- fhe museum of modern art 1 west 53rd street, new york for immediate release fguephone: circle 5-8900
museum of modern art opens miro exhibition the museum of modern art, 11 west 53 street, announces a
retrospective exhibition of the work of joan miro to open to the public wednesday, november 19, and to
continue through sunday, january artcurial | art tribal | 05.12.2006 | hôtel dassault - the helena
rubinstein collection. african and ocÉanic art - part one and two. parke-bernet galleries inc, 21 et 29 avril 1966.
in-8 br., 252 p. ill., avec prix réalisés. - part three. parke-bernet galleries inc, 15 octobre 1966. grand in-12
agrafé, 36 p. 350 / 500 € 14 collection arman - african and oceanic art. new york, parke-bernet ... powermask
– the power of masks - lannoo - african art. for one, it was a source of dissemination; for the other, a source
of creation. although it may simply be a coincidence, the latter is sufficiently remarkable for us to take a closer
look at these two artists on whose imagination african masks and sculptures left such an impact. tony saulnier,
a reporter nurtured on african art fall 2014/winter 2015 uni versity - dorotusa - explore the exhibition,
helena rubinstein: beauty is power, an exhibition that will focus on the many facets of cosmetics entrepreneur
helena rubinstein (1870-1965). the exhibition will explore how “madame” rubinstein—as a businesswoman,
arts patron, and one of the leading collectors of african art of her time— christie’s latin american sale
presents masterpieces by ... - in the collection of the cosmetics magnate helena rubinstein, bather holding
up her kemban (lot 4) by miguel covarrubias (pictured right¸ estimate: $300,000-500,000) reflects the artist’s
deep love and fascination for the indonesian island of bali. he first travelled to bali in 1930 as a newlywed with
his bride and fellow artist rosa rolando.
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